
Book Description: 
Sam Pennington’s life has fallen apart. Since his father’s 
death, he’s lost his home, his Mum’s started drinking and 
they’ve been dumped in a dismal estate in East London.

Jerry Ambrose, on the other hand, has got everything                 
together. After a turbulent early life, a new-found faith has 
helped him reconcile his past, and dedicate his life to helping 
others.

But when a street fight leads Sam to Jerry’s boxing club, 
both their futures are thrown into question. As Jerry reaches        
out to Sam, an extraordinary talent emerges – a talent that 
re-opens the wounds of Jerry’s own life.

Can Sam be saved from his rage? Or will Jerry’s re-awakened 
ambition tear them both apart?

Set in East London during the early 1990s, ‘The Fight’ is a 
gritty story of two desperate struggles:

The battle over a man’s past.
And the fight for a boy’s future.

Reviews:
“A powerful page turner – brilliant and deeply compelling. 
I highly recommend it.” 
     Andy Hawthorne OBE – Founder of The Message Trust

“A high-paced, gritty and beautiful redemption story.”
     Sarah Wynter – Editor of Youthwork Magazine

“A fast moving story which kept me gripped throughout. 
Hard-hitting, honest and very powerful.”
      Rev Paul Cowley, HTB Minister & Executive Director of Caring 
      for Ex-Offenders

“Our best selling book this month! A book that men want
to read. We highly recommend it.”
      Tim & Lisa Westlake, Cornerstone Bookshop, Taunton

For every printed copy of The Fight sold, the 
author is giving a copy to prison and youth 
work ministry in the UK. Further information 
can be found at: www.thefight-book.com

Author: Luke Wordley has spent his career
to date in international development and      
charity work. The Fight is his first novel. He 
is passionate about presenting the Christian 
message in a contemporary and relevant way, 
and  supporting youth and prison ministry in 
the UK and abroad.
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